WHO ARE WE?

Founded in 2001, ATRS is the fastest growing textile recycling company in the USA. We provide donation bins and Donation Center Containers for gently used, unwanted clothing, shoes, toys and household items.

National Company located in most major markets in the USA
CLOTHING & SHOE DONATION CENTERS

Specifications--
- 8'9" H x 8'W x 20'L
- 3 Proprietary Chutes & Theft Proof Door
- Secure overhead sign for easy wayfinding
- LED Lights
- Security Cameras
- Rooftop Solar Panels
- Monitored Donation Center Interior Fill Sensor

Clothing & Shoe Donation Center with theft-proof tumbler chute, secure locking door mechanism and many other proprietary design details. Unattended commercial grade container is ideal for community donations 24/7/365 and can be installed in shopping centers, parking lots, managed property locations, schools and other businesses with designated, accessible parking areas. Signature ATRS signage provides contact info and educational details about the benefits of donating in the community.
OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU

✓ Donation Program augments any sustainability program with an annual Certificate of Diversion.

✓ Lease revenue generator - see attached spreadsheet for income projections.

✓ 24 Hour surveillance cameras portal provides live view of your property. Property Manager can monitor and pull up live feed cameras.

✓ 24 Hr Hotline - toll free number to reach a local representative.

✓ Community engagement - easy, convenient drop off locations where residents live, work and play.

✓ Donation program generates 1000's of jobs locally, nationally and abroad.

✓ Robust Cross Marketing Campaign – digital media, on property events and online ads to drive traffic.

✓ Maintain $1,000,000 liability Insurance.

✓ Internal level sensors monitored internally every 8 hours to prevent any overflow.

✓ Keep Donation Center free from all debris with a minimum of 10 (ten) feet around receptacle.

✓ Maintain Donation Center in satisfactory condition both structurally and in appearance preventing overflow.
Unique Benefits to ATRS Site Hosts

- ATRS is the only vendor that, for each market, supports a LOCAL GEORGIA NPO Charity (the Humane Society of NE Georgia) - other vendors typically either DO NOT support any form of Charity or if they do, then it is a National Organization where most of the donations leave the State and do not positively impact your local communities

- Regarding the revenue stream from hosting ATRS, we offer an agreed to FIXED PAYMENT AMOUNT paid out on a Monthly basis so your organization can budget the income stream and not be subject to the downfalls for the cents per pound model; i.e., donation fluctuation amounts where some months you receive very little if any revenue, and the fact your organization cannot audit the amount of collections to determine what payment is actually owed by the vendor.

- ATRS offers the revolutionary Donation Center Containers in addition to the traditional Donation Bin that provide the latest in technology such as internal sensors for donation level, 24/7 monitored cameras that provide unapparelled security and alert ATRS if service is needed at any of our host sites.

- Customer Support that is second to none: ATRS offers a 24/7 Hotline that is answered every time and any request is immediately forwarded to the local market CRA and Operations manager to handle immediately.

- Feel free to try it: 24-Hr Hotline: 866-900-9308 / http://atrscorp.com/